Abstract-Turbo equalization has been an important topic in wireless communication for some time. Various approaches to incorporating the a priori information from the decoder into the equalization process have been developed. In this paper, we present and investigate an algorithm for adaptive equalization in a turbo loop. The algorithm exploits the soft information from the decoder directly in the adaptation process, while keeping the complexity of the resulting method on the same order as the original adaptive algorithm. The performance of the proposed turbo equalizer is compared with that of existing turbo methods to demonstrate its practical value. Real-world underwater communication data from the KAM11 experiment are used to characterize the performance.
were derived for linear equalizers and DFEs in both the time domain [8] [9] [10] and the frequency domain [11] . These methods were designed to work with known channels, or in conjunction with channel estimators. Indeed, certain channel estimators themselves exploit the decoder side-information-for instance, [12] [13] [14] . The use of such channel estimators with MMSE based turbo equalizers was shown to perform well with realworld wireless underwater communication data [15] .
Nonetheless, the channel-estimate MMSE based methods are still fairly computationally complex, especially for timevarying channels. Direct-adaptive turbo equalizers (DFEs), in which equalizer coefficients are adapted without a separate channel estimation step, have been considered in [15] [16] [17] . In general, the proposed methods use the decoder information as an input to the feedback filter, rather than exploiting it to drive the adaptation process. Other direct-form methods, which attempt to change the cost criterion to exploit side information such as [18] , [19] are not easy to cast in a recursive form. 1 In [20] , the authors introduced an algorithm for adaptation, which was shown in [21] to have applicability to turbo equalization. The algorithm was shown to perform well with real-world data vis-á-vis methods such as those of [15] . In this work, we present a complete description of this turbo equalizer, including significantly more results and insights that provide a deeper understanding into how soft information can be exploited in systems that require adaptation and the advantages that this provides. This is done by building upon the work of [21] in a number of ways. First, a much more thorough description of the proposed turbo equalizer is provided, including a discussion of how soft information affects the adaptation process. We utilize the results of [22] , which postdated [21] , to improve the turbo equalizer further. We present results with more practical high-rate errorcorrecting codes than were used in the previous work. Performance is compared with existing algorithms which use soft information to compute coefficients in a manner similar to the proposed algorithm. 2 The turbo equalizer is also implemented using an Interference Canceller architecture in addition to the DFE architecture used in prior work. The IC architecture is common in the turbo equalization literature [9] , [23] , but has not previously been used with a soft-adaptive scheme.
Notation: Lowercase boldface math symbols, such as x, represent vectors and uppercase math symbols (X) represent matrices. Complex conjugation is denoted with * and matrix transpose and Hermitian are represented by T and † , respectively. Finally p(x|y; z) means the probability distribution of x conditioned on y, which depends on the value of the deterministic quantity z.
II. STANDALONE ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER
Before developing the turbo equalization algorithm, we introduce the algorithms that are used for adaptation in the context of a standalone equalizer (i.e., without regard to errorcorrecting codes). Assume that a sequence of complex-valued transmitted symbols s(n) belonging to a finite discrete constellation S is transmitted across a time-varying channel h(n) of length M. Then the channel outputs are given by: 3
where υ(n) is the noise, and h k (n) represents the kth component of the vector h(n). 4 Equalizers are used to "undo" the effects of the channel and recover the signal s(n). In practice, the equalizer filters required to achieve reasonable performance often have a long impulse response. To partially offset the complexity and adaptation challenges associated with long filters, we use equalizers implemented in the frequency-domain [24] , which have the added benefit of improving stability. The processing of the received signal x(n) at the receiver end by an adaptive frequency-domain Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE) is depicted in Fig. 1 . Note that the turbo equalizer given in the paper can be just as easily implemented in the time domain, but the update equations are given in the frequency domain here as this is how the data used in this work is processed.
Frequency domain processing involves multiplying the feedforward and feedback inputs in the time-domain by the DFT matrices F f and F b , respectively. Specifically, define,
whereŝ b (n) refers to the decision fed into the feedback filter.
In the above, the window lengths in the time-domain for the feedforward and feedback inputs are K f and K b , respectively.
Note that although the vectors χ (n) and ψ b (n) contain frequency components, they do change over time as the input is, in general, time-varying, so we continue to use a time indexing. It should be understood that χ k (n) contains the kth frequency component of the received input at time n. While the full DFT matrix would evaluate the frequency transform for each frequency 2πk/K f , where k = 0, . . . , K f − 1, for the feedforward input (and analogously for the feedback input), we often choose to only use a subset of these frequencies as detailed in [24] . In that case, the matrices F f and F b contain only columns corresponding to the frequencies of interest. Let N f , N b , refer to the number of frequencies used for the feedforward and feedback filters, respectively; then the matrix F f has dimensions K f × N f and the vector χ (n), which is the input to the feedforward filter, is of length N f . Thus the feedforward filter of the DFE has length N f , and similarly, the feedback filter has length N b , giving a total length of
The N-length overall input vector at time n is defined as
Denote by g f (n|n − 1) the feedforward filter coefficients used to process the input signal at time n, computed using the data up to (and including) time n − 1, and similarly for g b (n|n − 1), the feedback filter coefficients. Then the overall filter coefficient vector is given by
so that output of the equalizer 5 may be written as
This output is mapped by the decision devices into decisions used as the input to the feedback filterŝ b (n), and also into decisionsŝ a (n) that are given to the adaptation algorithm when it operates in decision directed mode. Fig. 1 and the discussion above assume a single input channel, but multichannel equalizers are handled equally easily. Assume that there are C feedforward channels, with outputs x c (n) for c = 1, . . . , C, then for each channel, the frequency vector χ c (n) is computed separately using (2a). Then, the overall feedforward input is given by
. . .
The feedforward filter coefficients for the C input channels are similarly concatenated into a single feedforward filter coefficient vector. The rest of the processing is given by (3) and (4) as before, except that the total length of the filter is now
A. Adaptation: Recursive Least Squares
The purpose of the adaptation algorithm is to choose a set of coefficients g(n|n − 1) to filter the input signal u(n), based on knowledge of the inputs u(1), u(2), . . . , u(n − 1) and some desired characteristics of the equalizer output, y(n). The Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm [25] is widely used for adaptation of equalizer coefficients.
Let λ be the exponential weighting factor for RLS (see [25] ). At time n = 0, the inverse sample covariance matrix (SCM) of the data is initialized to J(0|0) = δ −1 I, the coefficient vector to g(1|0) = 0. 6 The RLS update steps for n = 1, 2, . . . are, then, 1) Computing the Kalman gain,
2) Updating the coefficient vector
where y(n) is calculated as in (4), and where we assume that the algorithm has access to the transmitted symbols (Section II-B will deal with the case where it does not); 3) Updating the inverse SCM
Over channels with large Doppler shifts or spreads, such as the wireless underwater communication channel, the RLS algorithm may exhibit subpar performance. This effect was extensively studied in [26] , and modifications to improve the ability of the RLS algorithm to handle Doppler were proposed, leading to an algorithm termed the Time-Update Recursive Least Squares (TU-RLS). This augments the RLS algorithm with an N-LMS algorithm to compute a set of Doppler compensation coefficients. A detailed discussionz of this algorithm is beyond the scope of this work, but an analytical treatment of the use of the TU-RLS algorithm given a set of estimated Doppler coefficients may be found in [26] . The additional Doppler compensation step does not substantially affect the presentation or analysis of the turbo equalizer that follows. We therefore proceed using the standard RLS algorithm, with the understanding that the experimental data is processed with a TU-RLS algorithm.
B. Recursive Expected Least Squares
The implementation of the RLS algorithm generally assumes that the true transmitted symbols are known at the receiver. However, after a short pilot sequence, this is not generally the case, and the equalizer must operate in the so-called decision directed mode. The decision device of Fig. 1 computes a value forŝ a (n) from the output of the equalizer, and this is then used in the place of s(n) in the adaptation equations. Specifically, (6b) becomes
6 This is one possible way to initialize the algorithm.
While there are a number of ways of computingŝ a (n) (see, for instance [27] , [28] in the context of blind equalization), we focus on the method derived in [20] . This method defines the decisionŝ a (n) aŝ
As shown in that paper, this decision is nearly optimal (subject to causality constraints) in an Expected Least Squares sense. An RLS algorithm which uses this decision for adaptation is termed the Recursive Expected Least Squares (RELS) algorithm. A little algebra shows that (8) can be written aŝ
where y(n − 1) = {y(n − 1), . . . , y(1)} and for each s ∈ S, p(s(n) = s) is the a-priori probability that s(n) = s. Computing (9) requires a suitable model for the distribution p(y(n)|y(n − 1), s(n) = s; g(n|n − 1)). We approximate p(y(n)|y(n − 1), s(n) = s; g(n|n − 1)) by p(y(n)|s(n) = s; g(n|n − 1)), so that (9) can be approximated bŷ
The rationale for such an approximation was described in [22] , and basically hinges on the fact that ignoring the information about s(n) provided by y(1), . . . , y(n − 1) adds some noise to the system whose statistics are nearly Gaussian, which is a trade-off we accept for tractability. The choice of model p(y(n)|s(n) = s; g(n|n − 1)) will be considered in Section III-B5, as it has some bearing on the performance of the turbo system.
III. SOFT-ADAPTIVE TURBO EQUALIZATION
We now consider the design of a turbo equalizer based on the RLS algorithm with RELS decisions, which is termed the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer. A less detailed description of this turbo equalizer can be found in [20] and [21] .
A. Transmitter
A diagram of the transmitter and channel is shown in Fig. 2(a) . A block of information bits to be transmitted (of assumed block length L b ), denoted b(n), n = 1, 2, . . . , L b , is encoded to produce a block of code bits c(n). The encoder shown is a convolutional code; specifically, a Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) code. While any code that has a soft decoder (i.e., a decoder whose inputs and outputs are probabilities or log-likelihoods of bits, rather than hard bits) can be used, RSC codes have some properties that make them suitable for turbo equalization. Specifically:
• They spread information over a greater "length," which intuitively means that a particular information bit influences a large number of code bits. This is important to the so-called interleaver gain. , which adds an IC filter to cancel out post-cursor ISI after the first iteration is complete. Note that the IC filter typically receives a-priori symbol means from the decoder at its input, whereas the feedback filter most commonly receives a-posteriori means-see Section IV-A1 for more details.
• They are not very "strong." This gives the equalizer an opportunity to correct in future iterations the decoding errors made by the decoder in previous iterations.
These properties are similar to the properties of convolutional codes needed for turbo coding 7 and are investigated in [29] , from where the RSC codes used in this work were selected.
Each block of coded bits is interleaved (separately) to make the channel errors independent of decoder errors and then modulated onto the discrete constellation S, producing a block of transmitted symbols. The length of the block of transmitted symbols is denoted L s and is related to the information bit block length L b by L s = L b /(r log 2 |S|), where r is the code rate and |S| refers to the size of the constellation S.
The modulated symbols, denoted s(n), n = 1, 2, . . . , L s , are transmitted across the channel h(n). The operation of the channel is the same as in (1).
B. Receiver
The receiver block diagram is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The adaptive equalizer (in this case, an interference canceller; see Section III-B2 for details) is part of a larger turbo loop that includes a BCJR decoder and a number of blocks that convert probabilities (the so-called "soft information") from the space of modulated signals to the space of code and information bits. At the outset, it should be understood that the processing at the receiver happens block-by-block. The first entire block of symbols is processed by the equalizer, and then information about all the transmitted symbols is passed to the decoder. Similarly, the decoder decodes the entire block before passing information back to the equalizer. While the transfer of information between the equalizer and decoder occurs on a block-by-block basis, the equalizer adapts its filter coefficients on a symbol-by-symbol basis. With no loss of generality, we describe the system as though there is a single block. Each block contains a short pilot period at the beginning.
1) Overall Architecture:
We begin with a non-mathematical overview of the system, which will be made concrete in the following sections.
The purpose of the equalizer is to "undo" the effects of the channel on the symbols and produce estimates of the transmitted symbols s(n). Thus, the equalizer can take advantage of probabilities of the transmitted symbols, and this is the soft information required at the equalizer input. 8 Similarly, the equalizer produces estimates of the transmitted symbols, which can subsequently be mapped into probabilities of the symbols at the equalizer output. Of course, the probabilities of the symbols at the equalizer output differ from those at the input, as the equalizer also incorporates the information from the received signal in making its estimates.
The soft-input soft-output decoder for the convolutional code, on the other hand, receives probabilities or LogLikelihood Ratios (LLRs) of the coded bits c(n), and outputs LLRs of the information bits b(n). These can then be used to form estimates of the information bits, denotedb(n); and LLRs of the coded bits at the decoder output, which are needed for the next iteration of the turbo loop. Again, these output coded bit LLRs incorporate the information in the convolutional code and differ from the LLRs at the input.
Since the equalizer operates in the symbol domain and the decoder in the domain of the coded/information bits, it is necessary to map the symbol probabilities at the equalizer output to coded bit probabilities at the decoder input, and vice versa. This is the function of the soft demapper and soft mapper of Fig. 2(b) . Specifically, the soft demapper converts the output symbols probabilities into LLRs of the interleaved bits. The specifics of this process are dependent on the modulation scheme, so the details are omitted, but the conversion is straightforward. The deinterleaver then produces the LLRs of the coded bits, which form the input to the BCJR decoder. Similarly, the interleaver and soft mapper operate in the reverse direction to convert the output coded bit probabilities into symbol probabilities.
The operation of the main components of the turbo loop is now described in detail. The turbo algorithm begins from the "black dot" in Fig. 2(b) , i.e., the first step of each iteration is equalization. The variable k denotes the iteration index for the turbo loop.
2) Equalizer: The structure of equalizer portion of Fig. 2(b) is quite similar to that of the standalone equalizer described in Section II, which describes a conventional DFE. However, there is one major difference. As noted in [9] , [23] , the performance of turbo equalizers can be improved after the first iteration by including post-cursor symbol estimates from the decoder in a filter similar to the feedback filter. This filter, termed the "Interference Canceller" (IC) filter, is used in combination with the feedback filter and the weights for all the filters (feedforward, feedback and IC) are jointly computed by the adaptation algorithm. We use the interference canceller architecture in this work, denoting the IC filter coefficients as g i (n|n − 1) and the decisions input to the interference canceller byŝ i (n). It should be noted that the decisions used in the feedback filter and interference canceller are different in general (see Section IV-A1).
As reflected in Fig. 2(b) , the interference canceller filter is also implemented in the frequency domain. The processing follows (2)- (4) with the addition of an extra filter and its corresponding inputs added.
During the kth iteration, for each n = 1, 2, . . . , L s , the equalizer receives as an input the probability that s(n) = s for each s ∈ S, which is denoted by p
The subscript i denotes input. We henceforth refer to these p (k) i s as the a-priori probabilities for the equalizer during iteration k, for reasons that will become evident. Note that, in a slight abuse of notation, we have indicated in Fig. 2(b) that the equalizer receives p
During the first iteration, all symbols at all times are assumed equiprobable, i.e., we set
The main question is how the equalizer uses the probabilities p (s(n) ). For the proposed Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer, the answer comes from (10) . The RELS algorithm drives adaptation with the decisionŝ a (n) of (10), which involves prior probabilities p(s(n) = s) on the symbols. In the standalone equalizer of [20] , [22] equiprobable symbols were assumed. In the turbo equalizer, however, we use the a-priori probabilities from the decoder to obtain
These decisions are then used to drive the adaptation by changing (6b) of the RLS algorithm to
The iteration index k has been made explicit in the above. When the decisions are a function of the a-priori information, only the channel output x(n) does not depend upon k. Before proceeding, it is worth pointing out the difference between the equalizer above and approaches such as those taken in [15] [16] [17] . In those methods also, a soft decision is made using the prior information. However, the resulting decision is used as an input to the feedback filter, rather than to drive the adaptation of the filter coefficients as is the approach presented in this paper. That is, with reference to Fig. 2(b) , in those works the soft information is used to formŝ
It was shown in [21] that there appears to be a strong case for also using the soft information to formŝ (k) a (n) as proposed here. The conclusions of that work are briefly reviewed in Section IV-A1. We defer the description of how the inputs to the feedback and interference canceller filter are computed until Section IV-A1.
3) Mapping the Equalizer Outputs: Once the equalizer outputs y (k) (n) are formed, they are mapped into output probabilities on the possible symbols. For each n = 1, 2, . . . , L s and each s ∈ S, the probabilities p
This is the a-posteriori probability of s(n) = s given y (k) (n), where the a-priori probabilities are p
. Consistent with the RELS algorithm, the posterior distribution is defined in such a way as to depend upon the equalizer coefficient vector at time n.
4) The Decoder Loop: As previously mentioned, the soft demapper and deinterleaver map the output probabilities of the symbols p
o (s(n)) into LLRs of the coded bits for the decoder input. Specifically, at the output of the deinterleaver, we obtain
where, once again, the subscript i indicates input.
It is important to note that the probabilities on the RHS of (15) are obtained by mapping the a-posteriori probabilities of (14) , and so they depend on the equalizer outputs in the kth iteration (in this sense, they are true likelihoods andL (k) i s are true LLRs). We suppress this dependence to keep the notation clean.
In all but the first iteration, before the LLRs from the interleaver are passed to the BCJR decoder, the decoder output LLRs of the previous iteration L
(c(n)) need to be subtracted from them. The final input LLR to the decoder in the kth iteration is computed as
The subtraction is to ensure that the trellis information is not reinforced by the decoder in every iteration. The output of the BCJR decoder at iteration k − 1 already depends upon the trellis information, so we subtract this out before iteration k, ensuring transfer of only the so-called extrinsic information. However, unlike in some turbo algorithms, we do not subtract out the past information before the equalization algorithm, since the way the a-priori information is used makes the algorithm unstable if we do. While this effect is not completely understood, one possible hypothesis is that good priors lead to good adaptation decisions, and thus the past prior information is already correctly incorporated by the equalizer without any additional subtraction. The BCJR Decoder is a MAP decoder for trellis based codes. Given the LLRs of the encoded bits, it determines the LLRs of the code bits and the data bits. The data bits probabilities are used to form the decoded bits (this is not shown in the figure) .
The output LLRs L (k)
o (c(n)) then go through the interleaving and mapping process; ultimately being mapped to p (k+1) i (s(n)), the input probabilities to the equalizer in the (k + 1)th iteration.
5) Choice of Model:
In (12) and (14), we require the distribution p(y(n)|s(n) = s; g(n|n − 1)) for each s ∈ S. It was shown in [22] that p(y(n)|s(n) = s; g(n|n − 1)) is a Gaussian mixture distribution for each s ∈ S. However, this is a difficult model to use in (12) and (14) for computational reasons. Two different Gaussian approximations were considered in [22] as surrogates for the Gaussian mixtures in the context of adaptation for a standalone equalizer. We consider the same models here in the context of turbo equalization.
Define CN (x; μ, σ 2 ) to be a (circularly symmetric) complex normal distribution evaluated at x with mean μ and variance σ 2 , then the approximate models of interest are
In (17a), we assume that, conditioned upon s(n) = s, y(n) is a complex normal variable with a mean that depends on s and a variance independent of s; whereas, in (17b), y(n) is a complex normal variable with a mean equal to s and a variance independent of s (note that σ 1 and σ 2 are associated with different models and are not equal in general). The parameters {μ(s), σ 1 } or σ 2 (depending on the chosen model) need to be learned by the system, which is generally done in the pilot period at the beginning of the block using estimators similar to those in [22] , [30] . This needs to be done during every iteration of the turbo loop because the changing priors in each iteration lead to different output sequences y (k) (n) (and hence a different set of parameters). 9 6) Effect of Model and Prior: Some insight into how the prior and model affect the soft decisionŝ a (n) is useful. Assume (for this section only) that the transmitted symbol is BPSK, i.e., S = {1, −1} (note that only the real part of y(n) is relevant for BPSK signals). Further assume that the model of (17b) holds (similar results are obtained with (17a)) with σ 2 = 0.55.
The solid blue line of Fig. 3(a) indicates what the decision s a (n) of (12) would be with an assumed equiprobable prior. This corresponds to the situation of iteration k = 1. In this case, the decision function is a sigmoid curve centered about the origin. From Fig. 3(b) , it is evident that, when y(n) is near 0, the decisionŝ a (n) with uniform priors causes less innovation when compared with the hard decision (which is often used for adaptation). In other words, the equalizer is more "tentative" about its decisions when it considers that its output might be noisy. Indeed, this is the reason for the good performance of the standalone RELS equalizer, as discussed in [20] .
Looking at the decision with priors, which the dashed (green) line (prior probability p(s(n) = 1) = 0.2) and the dotted (red) line (p(s(n) = 1) = 0.8) represent, it is seen that the effect of the prior (for the Gaussian models) is to translate the decision function so that the sigmoid is no longer centered at the origin. Intuitively, it should be clear that the translation makes the soft decision "stronger" or more confident. This is evidenced by the corresponding plots of the innovation in Fig. 3(b) , wherein the innovation is fairly strongly biased in the direction of the symbol indicated by the prior. When both the prior and the output y(n) "agree" on a symbol, the innovation is nearly the same as that of the hard decision. For instance, the dotted red line (p(s(n) = 1) = 0.8) and the hard decision line of Fig. 3(b) nearly coincide for y(n) ≈ 1.
Hence, the soft decision by itself lessens the confidence of the decision used for adaptation and the prior increases it. While the former effect tends to improve robustness, the latter helps accuracy (assuming the priors are reasonably good). The interplay between these effects lets the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer to balance robustness and accuracy, the choice of balance point being governed by the quality of the prior information. This will be seen with actual data in the next section.
IV. PERFORMANCE

A. Results From Past Work and Emphases of Current Work
1) Adaptation Versus Feedback:
As mentioned at the end of Section III-B2, the focus of [21] was to compare and contrast the performance of the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer against methods such as those of [15] [16] [17] , which use the priors to formŝ b (n) (andŝ i (n), although the IC filter was not considered in [21] ).
The results therein indicated that using soft information in adaptation allow the turbo system to successfully equalize channels that can not be handled with turbo systems using soft information in feedback alone (in which the adaptation was driven by hard decisions that do not depend on the a-priori information). In other words, the approaches of [15] [16] [17] are more valuable when paired with the soft-adaptive technique introduced in Section III-B2.
A number of soft decisionsŝ b (n) have been proposed for use in the feedback filter. When combined with the SoftAdaptive Turbo Equalizer, it was seen that feeding back a-priori/a-posteriori means is better at higher SNRs, but hard decisions in the feedback filter are advantageous at low SNRs. For adaptation, soft decisions that took advantage of priors outperformed decisions that were made without explicitly accounting for priors. 10 Based on the results of [21] and previous works as summarized above, we use the following decision in the feedback filter: during the first iteration, we use a hard decision made on the output of the equalizer. In all the successive iterations, we setŝ b (n) to be the decision of (12), using the model (17b). Using this soft decision incorporates the a-priori information from the decoder into the feedback filter input. All the turbo equalizers used to process the experimental data in this work use this decision in the feedback filter-this allows us to focus on the effect of using soft information in the adaptation process, which is the main objective of this work.
The interference canceller inputs need to be computed slightly differently. As the interference canceller receives estimates of post-cursor symbols, i.e., it receivesŝ (k) i (l), where l > n, y (k) (l) is unavailable for these symbols. Thus, we use hard decisions made on a-priori means,
Finally, it should be noted that both the results of [21] as well as initial explorations with the Interference Canceller have indicated that the optimal choice of feedback and IC filter decisions depends on the SNR. To a lesser extent, it appears to also depend on the decision used for adaptation. As the focus of this work is on the decisions used for adaptation, this issue is left for future work; but it is likely to have a significant effect on performance.
2) Comparison With Turbo Equalization With Hard Decisions in Adaptation:
Rather than comparing against methods which utilize soft information only in feedback, a fairer performance comparison for the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer may be with adaptation driven by hard decisions that explicitly utilize the a-priori information; and whose complexity and structure are on the same order as those of the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer. Such a scheme of turbo equalization (named the Soft-Iterative DFE, to indicate that soft information from the decoder is exploited) was presented in [31] .
In the soft-iterative method, the output probabilities from the decoder are used to make hard decisions on the symbol sequence, which are used to drive the adaptation. Specifically, the hard decisions used are given by 11
The operation of this turbo receiver is very similar to that of Fig. 2(b) , except that the symbols used for adaptation are obtained by making hard decisions on the a-priori information.
It should be noted that in [23] , which utilizes RLS for adaptation, it has been mentioned that starting from the second iteration, hard decisions to drive adaptation are made based on the output of the decoder rather than on the equalizer output. This essentially reduces to the Soft-Iterative DFE above, except that the architecture is an interference canceller rather than a conventional DFE and a-priori means are used in the feedback and IC filters.
Borrowing terminology from [31] , the method of making hard decisions based on the a-priori information and using these for adaptation as in (19) shall be termed the Soft-Iterative Method.
3) Comparing Different Models: In [21] , the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer was implemented with the model of (17b) (means assumed, variance estimated), as the work that led to (17a) (means and variance estimated) postdated that work. However, in the context of a standalone equalizer, the model (17a) performed better. We thus include both models in the comparison of performance in the following to understand which model is better.
4) Summary of Turbo Equalizers Used in Experimental Processing:
To summarize, 3 turbo systems are used for processing. All of them use the same decision in the IC filter s i (n), given by (18) . They all also use the same decision in the feedback filter, which is a hard decision in the first iteration and a soft decision thereafter. The difference in the algorithms is purely the adaptation decision. For the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer, it is the soft decision of (12) , with the two models of (17) . For the Soft-Iterative Turbo Equalizer, it is the hard decision of (19) .
B. KAM11 Experiment and Signals
The data used to analyze performance is underwater acoustic communications data from the Kauai AComms MURI 2011 (KAM11) field experiment [32] . The results presented are for QPSK signals transmitted over a 3 km range. The carrier frequency at passband was 13 kHz. The symbol rate was 6250 symbols per second.
The received signal was sampled at 39.0625 kHz and converted so that 2 samples per symbol were used at baseband for a baseband sample rate of 12500 samples per second. Four receiver channels with a hydrophone separation of 0.35 m are combined as in (5) . Frequency domain equalization was performed with frequencies limited to ±5.5 kHz.
The relative performance of the algorithms was quite similar across different environmental conditions, so we selected a representative epoch (corresponding to a particular set of environmental conditions). The feedforward filter length used was 1.5 ms per channel and the feedback filter and interference canceller filter lengths were 3 ms each. The forgetting factor λ used for the RLS algorithm was 0.9975. The first 4000 of 24000 transmitted symbols were assumed known at the receiver and used for initialization and training, which included initializing both the filters as well as the parameters of the models of (17) . During training, the pilot sequence is also used as the input to the feedback filter. The error correcting code was a rate −1/2 RSC code with constraint length 3, generator matrix [7 5] 8 and feedback matrix [7] 8 .
The native received SNR 12 was about 24 dB (though it varies across receiver channels). Signals were degraded to any desired SNR by adding recorded ambient noise to the received signal during post processing. Results are presented for SNRs of 21 dB, 15 dB and 9 dB.
C. Results and Interpretation
The performance is measured using the Bit Error Rate (BER) at the output of the decoder as a function of iteration of the turbo loop. The results are shown in Fig. 4 .
Note that two architectures-the Interference Canceller and the DFE architecture-were implemented with the different adaptation methods. The latter is obtained by eliminating the IC filter in Fig. 2(b) . It is clear that the IC has a significant advantage in the achieved error floor at high SNR. For instance, at 21 dB using the DFE, all methods converge (at different rates) to an error floor of about 10 −4 , whereas using the IC, an error rate of 0 can be achieved (Fig. 4(a) and (b) ). At low SNRs, however, where the decisions fed into it are noisy, the IC does not show a significant advantage over the DFE.
1) Comparing the Models:
We now compare the SoftAdaptive Turbo Equalizer with the models of (17a) (mean and variance estimated) and (17b) (means assumed, variance estimated). There appears to be a tradeoff between the increased model variance incurred by estimating the mean from the data as in (17a), and the model mismatch incurred by using the symbol values as the mean as done in (17b).
The assumption that the mean is equal to the symbol is more accurate at high SNRs, so that the model inaccuracy is less of a problem. In other words, the increased variance of the parameters of the accurate model (17a) hurts the performance of the turbo equalizer to the extent that the less accurate model (17b) outperforms it, albeit slightly, at high SNRs. In particular, at 21 dB using the IC (Fig. 4(a) ) model (17b) converges to 0 errors in the second iteration, whereas the BER of the more complicated model (17a) oscillates between error rates of 0 and 7 × 10 −5 .
At moderate-to-low SNRs, the model mismatch of (17b) becomes large and the performance using this model degrades, as is clear from the results at 15 and 9 dB. Note that it appears that, apart from the single case of using the IC at 21 dB, using the better model of (17a) is advantageous.
2) Soft Decisions With Priors Versus Hard Decisions With Priors:
The 2 Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizers, in general, converge to their steady state error rate in fewer iterations than the Soft-Iterative DFE. It is clear in many cases of Fig. 4 that, even where the error floors for the Soft-Iterative method and the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer are quite close, the SoftAdaptive turbo equalizers converge in far fewer iterations.
This result is an indication that soft decisions can improve performance in turbo systems over hard decisions, even when the hard decisions incorporate priors.
At 21 dB with the DFE (Fig. 4(d) ), the Soft-Iterative method achieves a better error floors than the Soft-Adaptive Turbo system. It appears therefore that there are conditions in which using hard decisions may yield better results over many iterations (though this is clearly not the norm). This may indicate that switching between decisions could have some utility. In Fig. 4 (e) and (f), the Soft-Iterative method fails using both the DFE and IC (the MSE gets very large and eventually the system just crashes), whereas the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Systems converge to a reasonable error floor. This is because the hard-decision directed equalization fails in the absence of priors (in the early iterations) and the decoder is unable to correct enough errors to recover. This is known behavior of the hard-decision directed adaptation algorithm. The soft-decision directed adaptation algorithm, in the absence of priors, is more robust, as discussed in Section III-B6, and it thus provides enough information to the decoder to allow the turbo loop to improve performance.
3) Insights From Information Transfer Plot: Fig. 5 is a plot of the mutual information between the transmitted signal and the output of the equalizer 13 , denoted I out e ; as a function of the mutual information at the equalizer input, I in e , at the various SNRs of interest (observe that I in e = 0 refers to the first iteration, where the decoder provides no information to 13 Note that I out e , the mutual information at the equalizer output is upper bounded by 2 bits (rather than 1 bit). This is because I out e = I(s(n); y(n)) is upper bounded by the entropy H(s(n) ), which is 2 bits for equiprobable QPSK symbols. the equalizer). These are the information transfer characteristics (EXIT charts) [33] of the different equalization methods. Such plots are a common method of investigating the performance of turbo equalizers [34] [35] [36] [37] . In Fig. 5 , results are presented for the IC structure.
Additionally in each of Fig. 5(a)-(c) , the information transfer of the decoder is plotted. This is the mutual information at the decoder output I out d as a function of the mutual information at its input I in d . Note that this does not depend on SNR-it is purely a function of the mutual information at the decoder input. Additionally, note that the mutual information at the equalizer output is the same as the mutual information at the decoder input, I out e = I in d and similarly, I in e = I out d , as the mapping between the symbols and bits is deterministic. This allows us to combine the equalizer and decoder information transfer charts into a single receiver EXIT chart, as described in [9] . The advantage of this representation is that it is possible to trace on a single plot the exchange of information between the equalizer and decoder, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , where vertical lines represent equalization using I out d bits of a-priori information, and horizontal lines represent decoding using I out e bits of mutual information. This process is well documented in [9] and we do not go into further detail here.
Perhaps the most striking feature of Fig. 5 is the mutual information at the equalizer output after the first iteration (I in e = I out d = 0). The Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizers start by producing very good quality information, which lets them converge very quickly. By contrast, the Soft-Iterative method starts much lower on the I out e axis, i.e., the equalizer provides less information for the decoder to utilize. Once the decoder information is sufficiently good, the various methods all converge to similar mutual information ceilings, indicating that good priors become the primary driver of performance.
At 9 dB, the first iteration of the Soft-Iterative Turbo Equalizer provides too little information for the decoder to exploit, as is seen in Fig. 5(c) , where the first iteration is at the point where the decoder information transfer line meets the axis.
These plots provide experimental verification in a practical context of the insights provided by Fig. 3 . At low SNRs in the initial iterations, the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer is able to leverage its use of soft decisions to provide robustness even with nearly equiprobable priors. At high SNRs, or when the priors are good in later iterations, it utilizes the priors to make confident decisions that result in high accuracy. This manifests itself as rapid convergence to error floors similar to or better than what the Soft-Iterative methods can achieve. Such a tradeoff is not available for methods that utilize hard decisions in adaptation, which work well when the priors are good but not otherwise.
Thus, 2 major benefits of the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer over the Soft-Iterative DFE which uses hard decisions for adaptation are evident. First, it aids the convergence speed to the error floor, and thereby improves computational complexity. Second, it is more robust at low SNRs, allowing the turbo equalizer to converge to meaningful estimates of the data in situations where the Soft-Iterative DFE could not converge.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced and analyzed with real-world data a turbo equalizer structure named the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer. The turbo equalizer utilizes the soft information to drive adaptation in a novel way. A detailed description of the algorithms and techniques used to design the Soft Adaptive Turbo Equalizer was presented. Various possible models that could be used to compute the soft decision were introduced and compared. The choice of model had an effect on the performance of the algorithm.
The Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer was compared against a Soft-Iterative DFE that utilizes soft information to make hard decisions which drive adaptation, and it was shown that using the soft information to make soft decisions has some distinct advantages in terms of performance. An analysis of how the Soft-Adaptive Turbo Equalizer leverages the priors and the soft decisions to automatically trade off robustness against accuracy was presented.
A possible avenue for further research include a theoretical performance analysis of the various available turbo structures with a view to selecting an optimal one. The interaction between model choice, amount of training data for parameter estimation and SNR, which was briefly introduced in this work, also bears further investigation, as does the relationship between the choice of adaptation and feedback decisions and the SNR.
While using soft decisions to drive adaptation is a method that has proven to be a valuable addition to turbo equalization methods and is likely to find practical applicability going forward, it should be noted that the characteristics of underwater communication channels can be quite diverse, and the experimental results can not necessarily be generalized to all environments. Although performance gains are expected to occur by using soft-decision adaptation, further study is necessary to gain an understanding of the conditions that allow for the most performance gains using turbo equalization.
